
a ratification of the treaties between the Soviet Uni-_n, and
Poland and Germany. In due course, I hope tI^.at the two
Germanies will be able to work out a modus vivendi so that
both of them can enter the United l ;ations . This would b e
a trer.:endous step forward and these are .atters that ar e
in prospect . They're not just dreams, they are possibilities,
and very real ones that everyone is working towards . So I
think that in Europe we are moving to a situation when there
will be a good deal less tension . Indeed, I don't think
that Europe is go'ing to be the centre of our concern in the
future . I think it's going to be the apparent conflict
between the Soviet Union and China .

Now ., you've mentioned some of the economic problems that
have come up during the year and among those, for Canadn
anyz•ray, has been the enlarge,ent of the Ejuropean EconoTMic
Community and British entry there . Have our fears beer,
as well grounded -- our fears of this loss of tradinE ?

A . ' :iell this Government, the Liberal GovernLment, has never had
great fears about this . Indeed, you may recall that unlike
the predecessor government, the Diefenbaker Government, we
did not oppose British entry into the Commor. .:art:et . :ie
had assumed that this was in the interests of Britain and
therefore we took the view that Eritain should make up he r
own mind . We recognized there would be some resultinz probler.:s
for us in particular industries, and in particular cor.sr.cd ;.ties .
It was our view that in the long ter:., however, a stronger
Europe, which would folle-.v from its unification, would provide
alternative markets at lE ist as big as and as irportant .
Indeed, if you look at tYa record of trade over the period
since the fornation of th3 Co.-.mon Ilarket, our trade with
Europe has gone ahead by leaps and bounds so that in so fa r
as the unification of Europe had proceeded so far, it has
been positively beneficial to us . 1-.etre goir.F to have some
problems arising out of the adhesion of Britain in particular,
but our view is that Britain will be more prosperous inside
Jurope than outside . For exar::ple, we've had very little
increase in our trade with Britain compared i-rith our trade
with the Common Market . :.hich gives some support to this
point of view. Iloreover, wet ve now had a number of ver y
good contacts with the Cor mon I :arket itself, and we have
established our point of iiew which is friendly, but we have
taken the occasion to point out to the Europeans zoz•i stupid
it would be to brinm about the adhesion of Britain in such
a way as to do damage to us . So various things have been
done to ease the transition period so that we don t t suffer
too much harm during the period of enlargement . So for these
reasons, we don' t take a p essimistic vie ;r . ,; e think that itt s
better to have Europe unified than to have it divided .

The economic problems them . ;elves have been pla~uin~ the :•:orld
as a•rrhole . Do you see an:- hope of a better international
monetary and trading systert e :-er,ing from all this ?
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